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■Abstract
This study examines whether International Financial Reporting Standards
（IFRS）are of higher quality or not, by applying the digital analysis to accounting
numbers of German firms before and after the mandatory introduction of IFRS. I
find that the possibility of cosmetic earnings management may not decrease even
after the introduction of IFRS. This finding confirms that there may be skeptical
about the high-quality of IFRS. Therefore, I suggest that we should pay more at-
tention to the valuation before and after the introduction of IFRS.
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合計 １．０００００ １．０００００ １．０００００ １．０００００
注：Nigrini（１９９６）より修正して引用
図表１ Benford の法則による数値の期待出現確率
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Panel A : PRE-IFRS










Panel B : POST-IFRS












t test Mann-Whitney test
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いとの指摘もある（Horton et al.,２０１３; Ahmed et al.,
２０１３）。
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